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ELEGANT.INTELLEGENT.DRAMATIC.
LINEAR™ DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Linear™ 10ft and 20ft display systems couple heavy-duty extrusion-based 
frames with Velcro-applied fabric graphics to create a customized look • 
Provides the benefit of an off-the-shelf solution with a custom appearance • 
Headers, wings, table accents, literature racks, monitor mounts and counters 
are just some of the Linear line features that can make a Linear exhibit unique
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Linear™ Tabletop Kits provide modern and dynamic flare to your 
marketing message. The silicone edge graphics (SEG) and 
extrusion-based displays are simple, lightweight and take 

minutes to assemble. Units come in a sturdy case. 
Customized units also available.
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Linear Tabletop kits come 
with easy-to-apply silicone 
edge graphics (SEG) as well 
as multiple accessories.

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

57”w x 31.5”h x 17.72”d
LN-K-TT-01

LINEAR™ TABLETOPS

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

61.5”w x 31.5”h x 17.72”d
LN-K-TT-02

4½’ tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

53.93”w x 39.37”h x 17.72”d
LN-K-TT-03

8' tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

96”w x 39.37”h x 17.72”d
LN-K-TT-04
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LINEAR™ STANDARD
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Linear™ Standard Kits provide a modern, slick and stylish appearance. 
The extrusion based exhibits feature velcro-applied fabric graphics. 
Headers and wings available in UV printed graphics or frosted plex. 
Kits come with two lights and ship in durable storage cases. Options 
include LCD monitor mounts, tables, counters, literature pockets and 
larger freight cases. Customized units also available.

LN-K-3P-16 LN-K-3P-18

LN-K-3P-12 LN-K-3P-14

LN-K-3P-02LN-K-3P-01

LN-K-3P-03 LN-K-3P-05

STANDARD 01 STANDARD 02

STANDARD 03 STANDARD 05

STANDARD 12 STANDARD 14

STANDARD 16 STANDARD 18
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LN-K-3P-22 LN-K-3P-25

LN-K-3P-26 LN-K-3P-27

LINEAR™ PRO
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Linear™ Pro Kits provide a modern, slick and stylish appearance. The ex-
trusion based exhibits feature velcro-applied fabric graphics. Headers 

and wings available in UV printed graphics or frosted plex. Kits come 
with a fabric graphic canopy, two lights and ship in durable storage 

cases. Options include LCD monitor mounts, tables, counters, literature 
pockets and larger freight cases. Customized units also available.

LINEAR™ COUNTER
LN-TBL-SA-RCT

- coordinates with the Linear hybrid modular display line

- 3 graphic panels available to display your custom graphics

- quick & easy to assemble, tool included

- fits in an OCH shipping and transport case

- aluminum design is sturdy and stable

- available in all four laminate finishes (page 98)

PRO 22 PRO 25

PRO 26 PRO 27
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LN-K-38

LINEAR™ BOLD
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Literature 
Pocket 
LN112

Monitor Bracket 1
LN-LCD1-B
13”- 27” LCD
max weight = 50 lbs

Monitor Bracket 2
LN-LCD2-B
26”- 42” LCD
max weight = 100 lbs

Linear™ Bold Kits command attention with a heavy-duty aluminum
structure and functional, yet stylish features. These hybrid modular 
displays feature center panel, side and accent headers, tables 
and lights and ship in durable storage cases. Options include LCD 
monitor mounts, tables, counters, literature pockets and larger 
freight cases. Customized units also available.

LINEAR ACCESSORIES

LN-K-31 LN-K-37LN-K-37LN-K-31

LN-K-32

BOLD 31 BOLD 37

BOLD 32 BOLD 38
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LN-CU-01

LN-CU-03

LN-CU-02

LINEAR™ BOLD COUNTERS
Dress up your space with sophisticated and functional counters. 

Counter tops are available in four thermoform finishes – silver, 
black, mahogany and natural. Printed graphic panels create the 
base of the counter. Comes standard with locking cabinet door. 

Custom counter top colors are available.

LN-CU-05

LN-CU-06
LN-CU-07

LN-CU-08
silver black naturalmahogany

Linear counter tops are 
available in your choice of four 

thermoform finishes




